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CONSTRUCTION:

INSOLE:

LAST:

OUTSOLE:

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN:

CARE PRODUCTS:

SHANK:

NON-MARKING:

DEFINED HEEL:

MSRP:

4431 Men's 6-inch Boot

Direct Attach 

Non-woven 

CH-691CT 

Rubber-PU Auger - Black 

Made in China 

Silicone 

Non-metallic 

Yes 

Yes 

279.99 

Waterproof

Non-Metallic Toe

Metatarsal Guard

Electrical Hazard

SIZES: D 7-12,13,14,EE8-12,13

Star Rating Quality Value Industry Work Environment

ADVANCED FILTERS

4.1

OVERALL RATING 

4.2

QUALITY 

3.5

VALUE 

FIT LENGTH FIT WIDTH

runs small runs large runs small runs large
86% of reviewers loved the boots!
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Was this helpful? Yes 6 No 5

Was this helpful? Yes 7 No 1

Was this helpful? Yes 8 No 2

Extremely uncomfortable

Qwerty99 May 31, 2015

Industry: Oil/Gas

Other gas plant operator

I barely made it through a few days of work in these boots. The metatarsal guard put a lot of pressure on the top of my feet

and it drove me crazy. I like the design of the boots and love the boa laces but my feet shouldn't be hurting a day later from

wearing these. I've put about 20 miles in them and they aren't getting any better. I am returning them and buying the leather

ones with the boa laces (the same ones ive been wearing for 3 years). These boots are also very hot they are still saturated

with sweat the next morning when i put them on and its only been in the 70s too.

Work Environment: Wet, Dry, Cement Surface, Dirt, General Outdoor, Uneven Terrain, Corrosive Chemicals

Toughest boot around

Terrordactyl Santa Clarita, CA, USA March 1, 2015

Industry: Construction

I've been cutting concrete for around 6 years now. which means my boots have a very hard life.. hot, cold, sparks, concrete,

mud, sand, and a lot of hard hits. i was never able to get a boot to last me more then about three months. so i decided to

give these a shot. took about 2 full days of work to really work them in. after that it was heaven for my feet. the boot was

truly waterproof. i would have to stand in water and mud for close to 2 hours at a time without a drip. the boot felt very

breathable. and these things were tough. the rubber front i could kick my track system in place or set heavy items to keep

them out of the mud and never even a scuff. i was usually able to get about 7 months out of them before i had to retire them.

all that being said, there was two flaws to this boot. the boa laces. they never held up that great with the concrete dust, dirt

and sand, i would usually have to replace them after 3 months. if they would make the lace only a little thicker i think it would

fix the problem. and with me crouching down for most of the day the bendable toe area would start to fall apart. if they would

of extended the rubber toe kick up the boot this thing would of been unstoppable. the price was steep but if you're someone

that works in very messy area and need to keep you feet dry and safe, this is a boot for you.

Work Environment: Sparks/Slag (Welding), Static Dissipative/Clean Room, Cement Surface, Uneven Terrain, General

Outdoor, Dry, Hot, Corrosive Chemicals, Jagged Environment, Dirt, Smooth Surfaces, Cold, General Indoor, Steel

good boot

Nate22 Mankato, MN, USA November 25, 2014

Industry: Mining

I work in sand mining and the boot is very comfortable, they are dry all day and soles wear well. The only real problem I had

was with the sand it was hard on the lacing system. Otherwise this boot is great. For any other job I would buy them again.

Work Environment: Wet, Uneven Terrain, Dry, Hot, Jagged Environment, Dirt, sand
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Posted by redwinggirl

June 20, 2015

I don't know if any one has ever told you this but the boa laces are replaced for free for the life of the boot
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Was this helpful? Yes 7 No 3

Was this helpful? Yes 20 No 5

Get rid of Knotting up

Satya Saudi Arabia November 10, 2014

Industry: Oil/Gas

Other HSE Document Controller

I work in the oilfield, When I need to take them off, I don't have to worry about laces knotting up And when it's 'go time' I

never worry about finding the hooks on the sides, -just spin the knob.

Work Environment: Uneven Terrain, General Outdoor, Hot, Corrosive Chemicals, Dirt, Cold

Good Boot

F10324800 vernal, ut July 13, 2014

Industry: Oil/Gas

I like these boots. I've had them about 7 months. I've worn them just about every day (even at home). There about 15

operators in my PSL(product service Line), and alot of them have had a very similar experience.

PROS:

I work in the oilfield, and sleep in the truck-quite often, so I take them off in the front seat. When I need to take them off, I

don't have to worry about laces knoting up...or mud/paraffin. And when it's 'go time' I never worry about finding the hooks on

the sides, -just spin the knob.

Very waterproof. Seems to sweat in a little after constant extended exposure.

CONS:

About a month ago the BOA snapped. (Maybe needs to be just a little thicker-a few more strands/more round on the sides?)

I tied it on a knot(tricky to get right). That happened suddenly, and crew/rig was waiting on me-not a good spot to be. I hope

to get some more ordered today(have to go to store-been working alot)

Work Environment: Wet, Uneven Terrain, General Outdoor, Dry, Hot, Corrosive Chemicals, Jagged Environment, Dirt,

Smooth Surfaces, Cold, oil field/on rigs & in shop, wash bay (high concentration de-greasers)

Was this helpful? Yes 7 No 0

if you got them at your local red wing store.

Was this helpful? Yes 4 No 0

Posted by interested new york, nyc

February 3, 2015

Just curious, are these boots breathable? I recently purchased a pair of work boot that seemed like a

good pair. I've noticed my feet were getting wet by the end of my shift. After a little research I realized that

although waterproof, they are not breathable and cause my feet to sweat. These look like a promising

pair, but are they breathable?
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Posted by MaxHeadroom

December 11, 2014
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Was this helpful? Yes 19 No 2

Was this helpful? Yes 28 No 1

Perfect Farm Boot

BOAFan49 Appleton, WI, USA June 13, 2014

Industry: Farm/Ranch

Generally, I would go through a pair every 6 months. The animal waste would attack the boot. The boot would split out.

I have had these boots 6 months and they barely look used. The BOA lacing system is PHENOMINAL. I was worried about

durability. My other pair of BOA lace ups are on 2 years and going strong. I just wanted a new pair. I really did not "need"

them.

Also, BOA is funny conversation starter because they are unique to footwear. I will NEVER own a pair of Non-BOA work

boots again.

Both pair are my favorite boots to wear, so comfortable. My wife teases me because I have even cleaned them up to wear to

church. :)

Work Environment: Wet, General Outdoor, Hot, Cold

Amazing boot

AceMan Warren, MI, USA April 4, 2014

Industry: Transportation

I work on my feet on concrete all day and this is the first boot I've ever had that was comfortable and lasted me almost 3

years! I love the BOA laces too!

Work Environment: Cement Surface, Wet, Uneven Terrain, Dry, Hot, Cold

Was this helpful? Yes 4 No 0

It's all well and good that they're warrantied for life but that doesn't help you much when it takes a week

or two for a new one to show up. Unless you have spare boots, you're bungie cording it for a while.

Was this helpful? Yes 14 No 0

Posted by BootsMcRyan

November 2, 2014

Just so you know, the Boa system is guaranteed for the life of the boot. If you give Boa a call, they will

mail you replacement parts to get the lacing system back to working like it's brand new!
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Was this helpful? Yes 0 No 0

Posted by Philly30 FL

April 16, 2016

Hi there I was wanting to know how comfortable these shoes are I am a diesel mechanic and work on

hard surfaces all day about 10-12 hours 5 days a week and I have custom orthotics that I have to use in

my work boots but I am only able to get 3-4 months out of my boots then the heels start to wear down, so

I want to know if they are a really good lasting boot and are they comfortable for long periods of the day?
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